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Abstract. We describe a method for generating dynamic user interfaces for 
document processing systems by using MVC as a guide and UIML as the me-
thod to describe the model, view, and controller.  Our approach implements the 
notion of intelligent documents, that is, documents whose processing is richer 
than processing applied to paper documents.  Using our approach, the interface 
may include new operations not included in the normal document processing 
system.  Moreover, the functions used to implement those operations may be 
any service available on the web.  Finally, because we use UIML, the interface 
and implementation of services is easily changeable.  Thus we achieve the goal 
of any document originated from anywhere in the world (globalization) being 
displayed in a usable way (usability) in any environment in a dynamic and plat-
form independent way. 
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1 Introduction and Background 

As globalization continues, the need for document systems that do more than just 
traditional editing and saving functions has grown.   Examples of this need include 
dynamically selecting spell checking programs for international companies that  
communicate in many languages or that use special sets of terms, private encryp-
tion/decryption for heightened security in both international and domestic transmis-
sion of files, the ability to embed special features in documents and process them with 
proprietary software (for example for specialized engineering enterprises), and many 
more.  Moreover, it is expected that these needs will extend over an increasing varie-
ty of computing platforms.  No single document processing system is likely to pro-
vide such a vast array of services or to be adaptable to the needs of such a variety of 
individual enterprises, much less run on a variety of platforms.  Thus, there is a need 
to make document processing systems extendible, adaptable, and interoperable.  A 
major aspect of achieving this goal is to design a user interface mechanism that will 
allow enterprises to augment the capabilities of document processing systems, allow 
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users convenient access to those capabilities with a high degree of learnability, and do 
so in a platform-independent way. 

The notion of “active document” and, later, “intelligent document” [1,2] encom-
passes many of the features mentioned above.  Intelligent documents can interact 
with other programs besides just the word processing system itself, should be intero-
perable, and in general should adapt to the users' needs.  Even more importantly, 
intelligent document systems should be able to smoothly integrate new operations that 
are specific to a particular type of enterprise but not generally available in word 
processing systems.  Intelligent documents require a user interface that can change 
dynamically to adapt to the user's needs based on the content of the document and the 
actions of the user, thereby providing a much richer interface than those provided by 
traditional word processing software.  Such a user interface must accommodate a 
wide variety of computing environments and platforms as well as major differences in 
document format (e.g., OOXML vs. UOF).   

Some attempts have been made to implement intelligent document processing sys-
tems, for example, HotDoc [3] and to some extent Microsoft Office 2007 [4].  The 
approaches that they used to implement intelligent documents vary, for example, 
through embedding some micro scenario or some plug-ins, using XML extended pack-
ages plus a second document that describes the first document's characteristics, and 
using a dynamic link library (DLL) to achieve dynamic operation.  In the first ap-
proach, dynamic operation depends on the specific programming language or script 
language.  Such approaches are not platform independent.  Similarly, approaches 
based on DLLs are not platform independent.  Finally, the actual user interfaces used in 
these approaches are relatively static and not so easy to modify to be responsive to us-
ers’ needs.  Many of these attempts use the Model-View-Controller (MVC) [5] ap-
proach as a guide.  Although a step in the right direction, unless the model, view, and 
controller are themselves described in a high-level descriptive language as opposed to a 
specific language, the resulting interface is again static and platform dependent. 

We propose combining the MVC approach to system development with the use of 
User Interface Markup Language (UIML) [6], a high-level description language, to 
generate document processing systems that satisfy the requirements mentioned above 
– platform independent, easily maintainable and modifiable, responsive to users’ 
needs, and able to access required services anywhere on the web.  Our approach con-
tributes to reaching the goal of any document originated from anywhere in the world 
(globalization) being displayed in a usable way (usability) in any environment and 
adapting to the needs of any enterprise.  Although the goal of complete platform 
independence is not reached, our method reduces the dependence to a small portion of 
an overall system, the renderer, which is discussed in Section 3.  We only note here 
that the renderer connects the platform-independent interface description in a UIML 
document to the specific widgets (e.g., WPF widgets) used by a particular document 
processing system.  It is written only once, can be used for many different UIML 
files, and is generally much smaller than application libraries that might be used for 
special functions being added to a system.  Therefore, the benefits of the intelligent 
document concept can be achieved with a very small one-time software effort. 

We note that our work is orthogonal to the work on automatic user interface gener-
ation, such as described in [7].  We propose a method by which a system designer 
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(i.e., a human) can specify a user interface that meets the needs of a particular class of 
applications – intelligent document processing.  As such, our work represents a case 
study in applying HCI tools to meet a particular need. 

In the next section we describe the actual interface that we implemented and the ra-
tionale for our choices of interface features.  In the section Implementation Details 
we describe how we used MVC as a guide and UIML as the technique to actually 
implement the interface for a specific set of new document operations.  Our goal for 
this work was to demonstrate that MVC and UIML were adequate tools to isolate 
platform dependence while still providing a high degree of flexibility in interface 
design and document processing feature set.  Finally, we provide some closing re-
marks on our work and its contributions to HCI. 

2 Our Interface 

The interface we implemented is shown in Figure 1.  We implemented our system 
using the add-on feature of common document processing systems.  The left side of 
Figure 1 shows the initial user interface, with the specific additions marked by the red 
box.  The left button changes the menu bar to a list of the new operations that a user 
can perform, as shown on the right (the actual intelligent operation interface).  The 
right button in the red box opens a dialogue interface (not shown for reasons of space) 
that allows the user to select which intelligent operations he or she wants to use. 

 

 

Fig. 1. Normal System View and Intelligent Operation Menu 

There are many ways an interface to intelligent document processing could be de-
signed.  We chose the above design based on standard HCI principles – learnability, 
flexibility, and robustness [8].  Regarding learnability, this design maximizes fami-
liarity, consistency, and predictability.  The same menu process that is built in to 
almost every document processing system is used for selecting standard of intelligent 
operations, selecting a particular intelligent operation, and selecting the configuration.  
The standard operations are used in exactly the same way as before the addition of 
intelligent operations.  Users who do not need the new operations require no learning 
at all, and even novice users can easily tell how to access the new operations or access 
the configuration interface.  Flexibility is evidenced in several ways.  The user can 
select which intelligent operations he or she wants to use, thereby customizing the 
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interface for that particular user.  The choice to use the operations is completely the 
user’s choice; the dialogue is completely user-driven as opposed to system-driven, at 
least for the top level selection of operations.  Because our system allows essentially 
any application to become part of the document processing system, it is of course 
impossible to ensure user-driven dialogue beyond the top level.  Similarly, the degree 
of multi-threading and task migration is determined by the applications being added 
to the system and are again beyond the scope of the basic interface methodology we 
have proposed.  Thus, our approach provides as much flexibility as possible given 
that we cannot know further details of the specific intelligent operations being added 
to a specific system.  Finally, similar remarks apply to robustness.  For example, the 
user can easily close the intelligent operation menu if he or she made a mistake in 
opening it.  The internal state regarding standard mode vs intelligent mode is readily 
apparent.  Other issues of robustness, like responsiveness and conformance, are tied 
to both the implementation and location of the individual intelligent operations.  
Location now plays an important role because our system allows the intelligent  
applications to use any software available anywhere on the web.  Feedback that an 
intelligent operation has been selected is instantaneous, but if the implementation is 
somewhere else on the web the user may not be able to observe the progress. Thus, 
we claim that our design provides a very high level of learnability, flexibility, and 
robustness. 

3 Using MVC and UIML for Implementation 

This section begins with a brief overview of MVC and UIML.  It is not our intention 
to present tutorials on these topics, only to identify the key concepts in each that 
played major roles in our implementation.  After these brief descriptions we describe 
how we used these, in particular UIML, to implement a system with the features men-
tioned in the Introduction   

MVC [5] is a widely used software development pattern in which the interaction 
between the user and the system itself is presented as a model, a view, and a control-
ler.  This partitioning aids the development of systems that have sophisticated inte-
ractions with users by separating the interactions into well-defined modules.  The 
model contains the general rules, logic, and functions of the application and specific 
data of the system.  The view is what the user sees.  The controller accepts inputs 
from the user and passes information along to the model.  In the original, simple 
MVC methodology, the interaction between these three components is straightfor-
ward:  the model informs the view regarding how to present information to the user, 
and the controller receives inputs from the user and informs the model.  The model 
changes accordingly and again informs the view what to display to the user and how.  
Recent applications of this pattern allow the controller to also serve as the translator 
or interpreter between the user’s language and the system’s language [8].  There are 
many other variations of this approach.  Our system allows the controller component 
to interact with both the view component and the model component.  

UIML [6], introduced in 1998, is an XML-based (OASIS) standard for designing 
and specifying user interfaces.  Its goal is to allow interface designers to specify in an 
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abstract way what an interface should have and then to connect terms used in the ab-
stract description with real applications.  This separation allows interface designers to 
develop portable and dynamic interfaces without having to become experts in web 
programming.  The abstract description is portable because it uses only abstract 
terms and does not depend on specific applications or hardware.   The application 
logic, given in a separate part of the UIML file, then implements the abstract descrip-
tion in a specific computing environment.   

The two major components of a UIML specification, interface and peers, make 
UIML highly compatible with the MVC approach.  The interface component speci-
fies the view portion of the system in an abstract way that is completely platform 
independent.  The interface elements structure, style, and content are used to specify 
the corresponding view elements.  The behavior element of the interface portion of a 
UIML file describes the abstract operations that are to be performed in response to 
conditions, typically user inputs.  All of these elements within the interface compo-
nent, even the behavior elements, are specified in a completely abstract and platform 
independent way.  The connection to platforms and the actual functions that imple-
ment the abstract concepts in the interface section are given in the UIML peers sec-
tion through the use of several types of elements.  The d-component element maps 
abstract concepts in the interface section to specific classes in an actual software sys-
tem.  The d-method elements map specific abstract operations to actual methods, and 
the d-param sub-elements map specific pieces of the user interaction to the parameters 
for the corresponding method.  Finally, we note that UIML, like other XML-based 
languages, uses the standard namespace technique to allow the writer of a UIML-
based application to access a myriad of existing systems and vocabularies that already 
define concepts and applications.  In particular, the ability to use any namespace to 
access implementations of intelligent operations anywhere on the web is a key com-
ponent for achieving our goals. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig. 2. Overview of the System from the MVC Point of View 
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Figure 2 outlines the major pieces of our intelligent document processing system 
from the MVC point of view.  The intelligent processing section has its own model, 
view, and controller.  The view portion interfaces with the traditional document 
processing system, which may have its own MVC model independent of the intelli-
gent portion of the whole system.  We describe the intelligent model and controller in 
more detail in the following paragraphs. 

The Model component in our approach includes all aspects (logic, functions, as 
well as data) of the intelligent portion of the document processing system.  The View 
component includes all the user interface views that allow user to observe all system 
state changes. The Controller component serves as the translator or interpreter for the 
Model component and the View component. It translates the user language (inputs) 
into the system language (commands/function calls/messages, etc.).  We utilize Web 
services and Windows Communication Foundation (WCF) in both the Controller 
component and the Model component.  

Note that the UIML document is used to generate the system user interface.  There 
are two different ways to utilize a UIML specification in a system. One possibility is 
to write a UIML renderer as a compiler which produces a UI and its interaction opera-
tions.  Another way is to write a renderer as an interpreter; that is, the UIML specifi-
cation and the renderer are parts of the run-time system.  Our system used the latter 
approach.  Figure 3 shows how the UIML document and renderer fit into our MVC 
approach for our system. 

Note that the UIML renderer takes the role of Controller in our system since it dy-
namically interacts with other parts of the system and creates the system interface.  
The UIML document and the vocabulary table, which maps the UIML terminology 
into specific toolkit terms or commands, are used by the renderer.  In our system the 
toolkits used were WCF and WebServices.  The UIML document and the vocabulary  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 3. UIML in the MVC Model of our System 
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are considered as system data in MVC and, hence, belong to the Model component. 
The WCF and Web Service functions are not part of the essential intelligent document 
model, but they are parts of the system functions to dynamically form the system 
interface.   Our model also includes information required by the Controller to apply 
intelligent operations to user documents in different standard format systems, such as 
UOF or OOXML.  Any required translation in our implementation is performed by 
using XSLT.  In our MVC approach, the documents in different format and the 
XSLT document are all system data, and the XSLT Processor is part of the system 
functions.  All the original intelligent document model and operation functions are 
certainly parts of the Model component in the MVC of our system. 

Figures 4, 5, and 6 give examples from the UIML file used in our demonstration 
implementation to illustrate the concepts described above.  So that the reader can 
better understand the examples, we mention that our demonstration system imple-
mented six different intelligent operations – spell checking, verbal read out of selected 
text, encryption and decryption of selected text, annotation, and database lookup rele-
vant to selected text.  All of these were specific for Chinese text.  We provided 
XSLT translation for documents in the Chinese standard, UOF. 

 Figure 4 shows portions of the UIML interface section.  It specifies that in this 
model there is an appliance by which the user can invoke the verbal read-out intelli-
gent operation.  The appliance consists of a button, which has certain properties and 
behaviors.  For example, the button has an image, width, etc. and causes an intelli-
gent operation (TextToSpeechService.speaker) to be invoked when the button is 
pressed.  Figure 5 shows a portion of the UIML peers section that connects the ab-
stract intelligent operation named in the rule in Figure 4 to an actual implementation 
for that abstract operation.  In this case, the abstract operation TextToSpeechService 
is mapped to a function on the same computer, localhost:8081/TextToSpeechService.  
As can be seen, the location parameter is a general URL, so a document processing 
system can use services anywhere on the web.  This feature could be important for 
some applications.  For example, companies that have international communications 
and use many different languages may need access to special software not built in to 
typical document processors but available on different web sites in different countries.  
Another important use is a company that uses special software for their documents, 
but whose employees travel and do most of their document processing on their lap-
tops.  If the special software is large or frequently updated, it would not be effective 
to download on every employee's laptop; accessing a single, up-to-date version 
through the web in a way that is directly accessible in the document processor is the 
optimal approach.  We used many Web service functions that will also utilize the 
URL notation where they are reference in UIML document.  Figure 6 shows a por-
tion of the vocabulary, contained in a separate XML file.  In this case, the vocabulary 
file specifies a standard library, WPF_1.0_ZYH_1.0 as specified in the base attribute, 
for concrete definitions of abstract concepts used in the UIML file.  For the selected 
library Figure 6 shows how the abstract concept "Button" in the UIML file maps to a 
concrete implementation in the WPF library.  Fortunately, there are many common 
vocabularies available free on the web; however, system designers can also define 
their own vocabularies and reference them through base and namespace attributes. 
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Fig. 4. Portion of the Structure Section of the UIML File 

 

Fig. 5. Portion of the Peers Section of the UIML File 

 

<uiml:interface id="WPF">
         <uiml:structure>
         ...
                         <uiml:part class="Button" id="btnSpkr">
                           <uiml:part class="Image" id="imgSpkr" />
                         </uiml:part>
               </uiml:part>
         </uiml:structure>
         <uiml:style id="WPFstyle">
          ...
            <uiml:property part-class="Button" name="Width">40</uiml:property>
         </uiml:style>
         <uiml:behavior>
           <uiml:rule>
                   <uiml:condition>
                         <uiml:event part-class="ButtonPressed" part-name="btnSpkr" />
                   </uiml:condition>
                   <uiml:action>
                         <uiml:call name="TextToSpeechService.speaker">
                                  <uiml:param name="text">
                                     <uiml:property part-name="r" name="Selection.Text" />
                                  </uiml:param>
                         </uiml:call>
                   </uiml:action>
           </uiml:rule>

...
</uiml:interface>

<uiml:peers> 
          <uiml:presentation base="WPF_1.0_ZYH_1.0" /> 
           ... 
              <uiml:d-component id="TextToSpeechService"  
               location ="http://localhost:8081/TextToSpeechService/Speaker.svc"> 
                 <uiml:d-method id="speaker" maps-to="speak"> 
                            <uiml:d-param id="speakertext" type="string" /> 
                 </uiml:d-method> 
          </uiml:d-component> 
       ... 
</uiml:peers> 
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Fig. 6. Portion of the Vocabulary XML File 

As already noted, the goal of complete platform independence is not achieved.  
There are two reasons for this.  First, the target applications, document processing 
systems, typically do not have built-in interfaces to UIML.  Each product has presen-
tation and interface software that is specific to that product.  Therefore, in our ap-
proach a small software interface is needed to connect the UIML elements into the 
document processing system.  We call this software the renderer.  The renderer 
transforms the platform independent user interface description contained in the UIML 
file into the widgets in the specific visual library being used to display and interact 
with the user.  In particular, a major responsibility for the render is to check rules in 
the UIML to see which, if any, need to be invoked when the user has provided some 
input.  The second reason that complete independence is not possible is that different 
implementations of the interface widgets (e.g., WPF, JavaSwing, etc.) use different 
representations of the actual documents.  Our approach allows the system designer to 
select arbitrary implementations for the actual interface functions, and therefore for 
each such choice we may need to translate an individual document being processed 
from its source format (e.g., UOF or OOXML) into the format required by the chosen 
implementation (WPF, JavaSwing, etc.).  In our demonstration system this was ac-
complished by an XSLT file.  The renderer was implemented with 550 lines of C# 
code, the UIML file was 560 lines, the vocabulary file 223 lines, and the XSLT file 
340 lines. 

4 Conclusion and Future Work 

The major contribution of our work described in this paper is that by combining the 
MVC model and the UIML language we were able to implement a rich user interface 
for intelligent documents that includes dynamic reconfiguration of the interface, 
access to services appropriate for individual documents regardless of where they were 
originally written or where they are currently being viewed, the ability to specify and 
dynamically change the application logic to be any service anywhere on the internet, 

<template id="WPF">
<presentation base="WPF_1.0_ZYH_1.0">

<d-class id="Button" maps-type="tag" used-in-tag="part" maps-to="Button">
<d-property id="VerticalAlignment" maps-type="attribute"

                                      maps-to="VerticalAlignment">
<d-param type="System.Windows.VerticalAlignment"/>

</d-property>
    ...

</d-class>
</presentation>

...
</template>
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interface design reusability, and other significant features. We believe this approach 
can be the foundation for other efforts at implementing interfaces for intelligent  
documents. 

A long-term goal of our project at Beijing Information Science and Technology 
University is to use our approach, in particular the UIML approach for describing 
interfaces, to describe the entire office software and thereby provide even the basic 
operations, like insert/delete, as web services.  In this way we would be able to dy-
namically generate a complete word process like MS-WORD and customize it in 
literally any way a client wants. 
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